STUDENT STAFF ROOMS
2138  2252  3138  3252  4138  4252  5138
5252  6138  6252

SPECIAL FEATURE ROOMS
If you select one of these rooms and do not need the additional features, you may be asked to move to accommodate a resident who uses these features.

Single Rooms with a Bathroom
2222  3222  4222  5222  6222

SINGLE ROOMS (ending in)
-111  -112  -152  -251  -267  -268

REGULAR SINGLE ROOMS (ending in)
-144  -243

DOUBLE ROOMS
All other rooms. Shaped differently throughout the building.

LAUNDRY ROOMS
Laundry facilities are located on the 1st floor.

COED BY CLUSTER
Women and men live on the same floor in clusters of 2-3 rooms that are the same sex and share a bathroom. Floors have multiple men’s and women’s clusters.

West Clusters (rooms ending in)
Cluster 1:  -111  -113  -115
Cluster 2:  -112  -114  -116
Cluster 3:  -123  -125

East Clusters (rooms ending in)
Cluster 1:  -212  -214
Cluster 2:  -224  -226

ALL FLOORS THE SAME

Coalesse